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Abstract
Resting state functional connectivity (rsFC) evaluated by detecting temporal co-variation
of BOLD signals across multiple brain regions undergoes three major changes following
sleep deprivation that indicate the occurrence of sleep intrusions; a loss of integration within
networks like the default mode network as well as between networks like the salience and
dorsal attention systems; a loss of segregation between networks, for example, between the
dorsal attention and default mode networks; and an increase in global signal. Changes in
vigilance affect rsFC and these likely occur in many scans involving persons with neuropsychiatric conditions. Ensuring “healthy” or “control” participants do not fall asleep in the scanner is increasingly acknowledged as a being important for proper inference in fMRI studies.
Dynamic functional connectivity analyses evaluating the relative proportion of time spent in
“low” or “high” arousal states during the well-rested state can predict propensity for vigilance
decline when sleep deprived.
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1 Resting state functional connectivity (rsFC) and its
measurement
Our brains contain large scale neural networks displaying spontaneous, slow
(0.01–0.1 Hz) temporal covariation in fluctuations of blood-oxygenationlevel-dependent (BOLD) signal in spatially non-contiguous regions (Biswal
et al., 1995, 2010; Smith et al., 2009; Wig et al., 2011). Such “resting state functional connectivity” can be uncovered without explicit task performance while a
person lies still in a MR scanner for several minutes, looking at a fixation point.
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Intriguingly, the spatial pattern of functionally clustered brain regions so defined,
corresponds to patterns of BOLD signal change elicited when specific cognitive
tasks are performed (Smith et al., 2009). Functionally connected brain regions
uncovered in this manner are often, though not invariably, structurally connected.
For example, functional connectivity patterns in the visual cortex are consistent
with the topographical hierarchy of polysynaptic anatomical pathways in anesthetized monkeys (Vincent et al., 2007). Further, multi-region intrinsic connectivity
networks (Menon, 2011; Sporns and Betzel, 2016) detected using rsfMRI have
homologues across species (Vincent et al., 2007).
The attractiveness of rsFC lies in its ability to characterize effects of a condition
of interest (e.g., sleep deprivation) on multiple functional brain networks concurrently, without having to design elaborate cognitive tasks. Even with thoughtful task
design and successful implementation, it would take far more time to interrogate
multiple functional networks than a typical 10 min “resting state” study. This apparent freedom to “effortlessly” obtain highly informative data on brain function has
driven intensive research on functional connectivity.
With years of experience now available, it is apparent that multiple factors
must be considered for the proper conduct and interpretation of a resting state study.
Adequate control of motion and accounting for physiological artifacts are important.
Mental activity prior (Lewis et al., 2009) or during (Kucyi and Davis, 2014) the MRI
evaluation and state (alert, sleepy) (Tagliazucchi and van Someren, 2017; Thompson
et al., 2013) can also affect functional connectivity. Certainly, in fatigued participants, performing a study with eyes closed is an invitation for sleep to occur
(Tagliazucchi and Laufs, 2014) and for connectivity findings to be unwittingly distorted. There are many ways to prepare (pre-process) data prior to analysis and a slew
of techniques to analyze data and to infer from it. We next briefly describe four main
approaches of deriving brain functional connectivity from rsfMRI data (Fig. 1A).

2 An overview of resting state fMRI analysis techniques
Seed-based analysis refers to the delineation of connectivity networks by calculating
the temporal synchrony of BOLD signals of a seed region relative to the time series
of all other voxels of the brain (Biswal et al., 1995). There are several temporal synchronization indices (Pedersen et al., 2018) but the Pearson’s correlation coefficient
is most commonly used. Every voxel in the resulting connectivity map depicts
regions with significantly correlated signal with the seed region. For example, by
seeding at the posterior cingulate cortex, reduced FC within the default mode network (DMN) was found following sleep deprivation (De Havas et al., 2012). Because
the resulting network is seed-dependent, it is crucial to define seeds with reference to
a functional localizer or previous literature, as from a meta-analysis of task-based
fMRI studies.
Independent component analysis (ICA) is a data driven method whereby BOLD
signals from all brain voxels are simultaneously decomposed into multiple networks
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FIG. 1
Resting state fMRI-based functional connectivity derivation and analytical methods. (A) The
most common definition of functional connectivity (FC) is the temporal synchrony of the slow
oscillations of the blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) signals between two brain regions
of interest (ROIs), quantified by measures such as Pearson’s correlation coefficient.
There are four main methods of deriving intrinsic connectivity networks (ICNs; hot color).
(1) Seed-based correlations reveal networks by seeding at representative ROIs within each
network (green dot). (2) Independent component analysis (ICA) simultaneously extract
multiple independent component networks by decomposing the four-dimensional fMRI data.
(3) The multiple-seed based brain parcellation approach measure FC between all possible
ROI pairs, which are subsequently depicted in a single FC matrix. Intra- and internetwork FC
can be measured. Moreover, graph theoretical analysis can be applied to the FC matrix to
characterize brain functional network topology. (4) Rather than assuming static FC over
the whole fMRI time course, dynamic functional connectivity is evaluated from multiple
shorter epochs (e.g., 20–40 s instead of 8 min), resulting in multiple FC matrices across time.
These matrices can be clustered according to their spatial similarities (denoted by different
colors) to give a more discrete view of time-varying FC dynamics. Each cluster centroid
represents a “dynamic connectivity state.” (B) Regional homogeneity (Reho) measures local
FC defined as temporal coherence or synchronization of the BOLD time series within a set of
nearest neighbors of a given voxel. (C) Amplitude of low frequency fluctuation (ALFF)
measures the regional amplitude of BOLD fluctuations by taking the square root of power
spectrum averaged across low-frequency range.
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with associated time courses that are spatially “independent” from one another
(Erhardt et al., 2011; McKeown et al., 2003). Using the ICA approach, reduced
FC within the DMN was detected in healthy young adults after partial sleep deprivation (Samann et al., 2010).
Although seed-based and ICA-based approaches can be used to study internetwork FC, a more systematic approach for characterizing both intra- and internetwork
FC is the multiple-seed-based FC matrix approach which measures FC between
multiple brain regions (many-to-many) based on predefined brain functional parcellation. The functional connectivity between all region of interest (ROI) pairs
covering the whole brain is computed and arranged into an adjacency matrix before
applying network-based statistics (Arslan et al., 2018; Wig et al., 2014). Using this
approach, Yeo and colleagues found reduced FC within the DMN and attentional
networks as well as decreased anti-correlations between the DMN and attentional
networks following sleep deprivation (Yeo et al., 2015).
Given the high dimensional nature of FC data within individual matrices,
graph theoretical methods are sometimes applied to characterize brain network
topology. A brain graph comprises nodes (defined by brain ROIs) connected by
edges (strength equals to functional connectivity). Nodes can be clustered into
modules or communities featured with stronger within-module connectivity and
weaker between-module connectivity. To capture topological properties, graph
theoretical measures such as degree centrality, efficiency, and modularity can be
calculated at nodal, network, and whole-brain levels (Fornito et al., 2013; Sporns,
2013). Modularity measures functional segregation, i.e., the degree to which brain
functional graph can be partitioned into delineated subgroups (Newman, 2004;
Rubinov and Sporns, 2010). Sleep deprivation has been reported to reduce network
modularity in limbic, default-mode, salience and executive modules (Ben Simon
et al., 2017).
Beyond these static functional connectivity methods that brain FC patterns
remain constant over the duration of the rsfMRI scan (e.g., 6–12 min), recent
advances in dynamic, time-varying functional connectivity (synchrony over tens
of seconds) may provide a more detailed characterization of functional network
organization. For example, a seed-, ICA-, or multiple-seed parcellation can be
combined with the sliding window approach, followed by a clustering algorithm
(Allen et al., 2014) to identify representative “dynamic connectivity states.” Other
approaches include Hidden Markov Models (Rabiner, 1989; Taghia et al., 2017)
and multiplication of temporal derivatives (Shine et al., 2015). Measures such as
the time spent in a certain state and the transition probabilities between states can
then be derived to better characterize connectivity-behavior relationships and how
these change with disease (Quevenco et al., 2017). Using the sliding window
approach, Wang and colleagues discovered high and low arousal dynamic connectivity states from rsfMRI data, that tracked temporal fluctuations of vigilance task
performance after sleep deprivation (Wang et al., 2016).
In contrast to FC between remote brain regions described above, local FC metrics
have been proposed to measure functional interactions or synchronization between
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the neighboring voxels or vertices at a local spatial scale. Regional homogeneity
(ReHo) (Fig. 1B) is one such local FC measure, defined as the Kendall’s concordance
coefficient between the time series of all nearest neighbors of a given node (Jiang and
Zuo, 2015). Increased ReHo in parietal, frontal and occipital regions were found
following sleep deprivation, suggesting altered regional functional organization
(Dai et al., 2012).
Lastly, besides functional synchrony between regions, regional spontaneous
activity at resting state may provide additional information of neural processing.
Amplitude of low frequency fluctuation (ALFF) index, defined as the square root
of power spectrum of BOLD signals averaged across low-frequency range, was
proposed by Zang et al. (2007) (Fig. 1C). Alternatively, fractional ALFF index
computes the ratio of power spectrum of low-frequency range to that of the entire
frequency range (Zou et al., 2008). Using these measures in sleep deprivation has
revealed inconsistent findings (Gao et al., 2015; Nilsonne et al., 2017).

3 Functional connectivity alterations following sleep
deprivation
Overall, three of the most robust connectivity changes following a night of sleep deprivation are decreased integration within networks, decreased segregation between
networks and an increase in global signal. “Integration” refers to the occurrence
of correlated BOLD signals between functionally related brain areas even if they
are spatially distinct, e.g., the Dorsal and Ventral Attention networks. It can also
denote high signal correlation between different parcels within the same network,
for example, within the default mode network. Segregation refers to decreased
negative correlation (referred to as anti-correlation) between parcels belonging to
networks that show opposite patterns of task-related signal.
Among cortico-cortical connections, stronger anti-correlations between Default
and Attention networks have been observed during the well-rested state relative to
the sleep-deprived state, i.e., the negative correlations were more negative during
rested wakefulness(Yeo et al., 2015) (Fig. 2). Dorsal Attention network and
Salience/Ventral Attention network are sometimes referred to as “task-positive”
because they tend to activate during most cognitive tasks requiring a response
whereas the default mode network deactivates at the same time (Fox et al., 2005).
The loss of anti-correlation in the sleep-deprived state is sometimes discussed in
terms of reduced cortical network segregation.
The second major change following sleep deprivation is a reduction in network
integration. The brain evidences stronger correlations within parts of the Default
Network in the well-rested state relative to the sleep-deprived state. There is also
stronger connectivity between Dorsal Attention and Ventral Attention networks
during the rested state relative to the sleep-deprived state (De Havas et al., 2012;
Samann et al., 2010; Yeo et al., 2015).
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FIG. 2
Dynamic Functional Connectivity analysis of resting state connectivity obtained in the well-rested state showing a schematic of the sliding window
method used to derive three functional connectivity “states” and the relative temporal distribution of these states. The functional
connectivity matrices associated with the “high” and “low” arousal states and their corresponding anatomical locations are shown.
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Among subcortical-cortical networks, empirical observations differ from the
expectation that thalamocortical connectivity might be depressed following sleep
deprivation corresponding to depressed thalamic function during sleep. Our group
has found this expectation to hold for interactions between the thalamus and Dorsal
Attention as well as Default networks (Yeo et al., 2015). Somewhat counterintuitively, thalamus—Ventral Attention/Salience network connectivity increases
with sleep deprivation. We found no significant state-related alteration in connectivity between the amygdala and cortical regions even though task-related studies
suggest a weakening of amygdala to prefrontal connectivity (Chuah et al., 2010) that
corresponds to decreased emotional regulation (Goldstein and Walker, 2014) in the
sleep-deprived state. Two studies based on small samples found significant decreases
in amygdala connectivity following sleep deprivation (Lei et al., 2015; Shao et al.,
2014). At the present time, state changes in cortico-cortical connectivity appear to be
more robust than the subcortical-cortical ones.
An increase in “global signal” is a third major type of signal change relevant
to the characterization of state-related MR signal differences. Global signal refers
to the mean time series (time course) of BOLD signal taken across gray matter, white
matter and ventricle voxels (Liu et al., 2017). This global signal increases with
decreased vigilance and sleep deprivation. However, the term “Increase” is somewhat of a misnomer as it is often used to refer to the extent of signal fluctuation
(Fukunaga et al., 2006) and not how the mean signal level changes across time,
although the latter also tends to occur during the wake-sleep transition (Liu et al.,
2018; Ong et al., 2015).
Why global signal increases with decreased vigilance is not clear, but one is
reminded of accompanying dropouts of multi-unit activity (Vyazovskiy et al., 2011),
increased EEG amplitude (Olbrich et al., 2009; Wong et al., 2016), fluctuation of pupil
diameter (Massar et al., 2018; Wilhelm et al., 1998) and unstable response times
during vigilance testing (Doran et al., 2001) (Fig. 3). On the one hand, global signal
is a “nuisance” since contributions from white matter and ventricles are not of interest
as these are not where neurons that contribute to cognitive brain activity reside.
Depending on how the data is pre-processed, physiological cardiac and breathing
signals included in “global signal” may or may not be adequately removed (Liu
et al., 2017). While these themselves can be affected by sleepiness/sleep in that heart
rate and breathing tend to be more regular with sleep onset, these are fundamentally
signals unrelated to underlying brain connectivity. On the other hand, modulation of
“global” signal with state and its correlation with behavioral markers of vigilance and
EEG features clearly suggests physiological origins to signal increases that need to
be explained in future studies.
The magnitude of the aforesaid “anti-correlations” between networks that concurrently activate and deactivate (show lower BOLD signal) in an opposing manner,
is affected by whether global signals are regressed out in the analysis. Although
such anti-correlations have been shown to persist following global signal regression
(Chai et al., 2012), whether the latter still “artifactually” contributes to findings
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FIG. 3
Increased fluctuation of fMRI global signal in the context of other physiological fluctuations in the sleep-deprived state that indicate the occurrence
of microsleep intrusions. These are associated with drop-outs in multi-unit activity, result in behavioral lapses, fluctuation in pupil diameter,
and increased fluctuations in global signal. Abbreviations: RW, rested wakefulness; SD, sleep deprived.

4 Dynamic functional connectivity and behavioral correlates

remains contentious (Liu et al., 2017). We have argued that if we are specifically
interested in brain connectivity and how this changes with state, global signals
should be regressed out since they represent a type of signal change with a different
physiologic origin—one that does not directly inform about connectivity (Yeo et al.,
2015). A number of neuropsychiatric conditions have been associated with decreased
network anti-correlation and since these can be made more apparent with global
signal regression, GSR is often used as a standard processing step to enhance detection of such deviation from normality in patients.
Groups who do not perform global signal regression argue that as it is known to
increase in the sleep-deprived state, it should not be removed (Xu et al., 2018a).
Interestingly, despite its name, the “global signal” is not uniform across the brain
and shows greater expression in sensorimotor and visual cortices (Xu et al.,
2018b). This non-uniformity in regions of maximal expression is likely to affect
the characterization of state changes in resting state connectivity. For example, a
recent study found prominent state effects in sensorimotor cortex (Xu et al., 2018a)
which are not apparent when GSR is performed.
Functional connectivity in the well-rested state is an indicator of a person’s
vulnerability to vigilance decline following sleep deprivation (Yeo et al., 2015).
If participants are median split on the number of PVT lapses they have, persons
showing less anti-correlation between default and task-positive networks were found
to be more likely to exhibit vigilance decline after a 24 h of total sleep deprivation.
Static FC was correct in predicting which half a participant would lie in about 60% of
the time. Although not evaluated in a direct comparison, drift diffusion modeling of
PVT data collected in the well-rested state has about a 65% prediction of median
split data.

4 Dynamic functional connectivity and behavioral correlates
The characterization of functional connectivity to this point can be thought of as a
summary of spatial patterns of correlated BOLD signals over the entire duration
of the rsFC scan. However, just as signal fluctuations give rise to FC, the patterns
of FC change in a repeating manner during the course of the time a person
undergoes scanning. By taking contiguous scans over a temporal window and
shifting this window one time point at a time across the duration of the study
and evaluating FC within each window (which typically extends from 30 to 40s),
one can uncover recurrent “dynamic connectivity states” (Hutchison et al., 2013),
whose weighted average reconstitutes the “static connectivity” characterization
described earlier.
Some form of mathematical clustering is used to tease out distinct “states” from
the entire time series making up the rsfMRI dataset. The number of states thus
derived is arbitrary but typically ranges from 3 to 7 with 5 being commonly used.
There is at present no clear biological basis for determining state number. However,
it is clear from the work of multiple investigators working independently and using
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different approaches, that at least some states differ in their association with
vigilance (Chang et al., 2013, 2016; Thompson et al., 2013; Wong et al., 2016).
In trying to correlate dynamic state to ongoing behavior, one is hampered by the
fact that a behavioral probe disturbs ongoing behavior. Eyelid closures in the sleepdeprived state correspond to microsleeps associated with decreased likelihood of
responding to an auditory stimulus (Ong et al., 2013). By observing the DFC state
that had the best fit with the temporal pattern of eyelid closures, we were able to
detect a state associated with “low arousal” and one corresponding to the eyes open
condition signifying “higher arousal.” These correspond to exaggerated versions of
the patterns of static connectivity associated with sleep-deprived and well-rested
scans reported in independent studies. Similar pairs of states could be recovered
by regressing out task-related signal changes from FC data collected during performance of an auditory vigilance task. Periods where the ongoing connectivity pattern
more closely resembled the “low arousal” DFC pattern were associated with slower
response times and conversely, periods with quicker responses were more likely to
exhibit the “high arousal” pattern of DFC (Wang et al., 2016). These findings reinforce the importance of examining anti-correlated BOLD signals as the extent of
anti-correlated activity between task positive and task negative networks appears
useful in differentiating persons with faster and slower response times. Further,
within a subject, periods of greater anti-correlation correspond to epochs of faster
responding.
Even in well-rested participants whose prior sleep history has been carefully
controlled for, the “low arousal” state dominates, occupying on average slightly
over 50% of the total time in a RSFC study (in a 3-state model of DFC) while the
high arousal state occupies slightly less than 25% of this time (Patanaik et al.,
2018). Network efficiency is higher in the high arousal state, but this comes at
a cost, which is the reason for the brain spending more time in the low arousal
state until required by task demands (Patanaik et al., 2018). Adolescents who
are more resilient to the effects of multi-night sleep restriction evidence greater
expression of an arousal index composed by subtracting the proportion of time
spent in the low arousal state from proportion of time in the high arousal state
and adding unity (Patanaik et al., 2018). The functional significance of other
“intermediate” states is presently unknown. While it is tempting to ascribe a label
of “transition” state, this is not clearly borne out by analyzing the temporal pattern of
state transitions.
Vigilance is the cognitive domain that is most clearly associated with temporal
preponderance of the two polar DFC states. The DFC arousal index computed
from a rsFC scan obtained in the well-rested state differentiates sleep deprivation
vulnerable and resilient participants in that it foreshadows the cumulative decline
in vigilance in vulnerable persons when they are sleep restricted (Patanaik et al.,
2018). DFC also seems to identify persons showing differences in speed of
processing and working memory when sleep deprived though not as convincingly
as in the case of vigilance. There is no association between DFC state with sleepiness or mood.

5 Functional connectivity changes

5 Functional connectivity changes in other neuropsychiatric
conditions compared to sleep deprivation
Acute total sleep deprivation is a neurological and physiological stressor that
produces cognitive and behavioral changes in healthy participants. Its short-term
reversibility invites its use as a test platform for cognitive performance modulators
(McEwen, 2006). Brain FC changes following sleep deprivation (Kaufmann et al.,
2016; Yeo et al., 2015) somewhat resemble the vulnerability patterns of patients with
Alzheimer’s disease (see reviews Dennis and Thompson, 2014; Zhou et al., 2017), in
particular, reduced FC within the DMN (Greicius et al., 2004) as well as decreased
anti-correlations between the DMN and attentional networks (Brier et al., 2012;
Wang et al., 2007). Recall that highly integrated brain regions become less integrated
and highly segregated networks become less segregated with SD. A point of
difference is that SD results in reduced FC within the attentional networks that is
accompanied with lower vigilance whereas the findings concerning attentional
network FC in Alzheimer’s disease are rather mixed. For example, increased ventral
attentional or salience network FC has been shown in patients with early Alzheimer’s
disease (Zhou and Seeley, 2014; Zhou et al., 2010).
Why the DMN is specifically affected by SD and whether and how this might
relate to Alzheimer’s disease?
Amyloid-beta (Aβ) is a peptide fragment of the amyloid precursor protein that
accumulates extracellularly as plaques when misfolded, causing synaptic damage.
Aβ accumulation is a hallmark of Alzheimer’s disease (Gouras et al., 2015; Jack
et al., 2013). Animal and human studies have demonstrated a bidirectional link
between sleep disturbances and high Aβ burden (see review Kang et al., 2017).
A recent human PET imaging study found that even a single night of sleep deprivation could elicit a significant increase in Aβ burden in the right hippocampus and
thalamus. These increases were associated with mood worsening after sleep
deprivation (Shokri-Kojori et al., 2018). It is hypothesized that sleep deprivation
or disturbance may lead to decreased slow wave sleep (the sleep stage in which
synaptic activity is lowest) facilitating the accumulation of Aβ (Cirrito et al.,
2005). The precuneus which lies in the DMN is one of the most metabolically active
brain regions during wakefulness (Raichle and Snyder, 2007). It becomes deactivated during slow wave sleep (Samann et al., 2011) and is the region most prone
to Aβ accumulation (Buckner et al., 2005). Loss of functional segregation between
the DMN and attentional networks has also been documented in slow wave sleep
(Samann et al., 2011). It is currently thought that with disrupted sleep which is
common in persons at risk of AD, reduced DMN deactivation and segregation from
failure to obtain good sleep could accelerate the accumulation of Aβ in this network.
Taken together with converging findings of higher Aβ deposition related to lower
DMN connectivity (Drzezga et al., 2011; Kikuchi et al., 2011; Mormino et al.,
2011), this could explain the similarity of reduced DMN functional integration
following sleep deprivation and Alzheimer’s disease.
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Sleep problems are also common in persons suffering from depression. Longitudinal studies show that sleep complaints often precede the onset of depression and constitute an independent risk factor for its development. Impaired sleep may contribute to
depression through an impairment of neuronal plasticity and neurogenesis, leading to
altered connectivity and communication within and between brain regions involved in
the regulation of mood (Meerlo et al., 2015). Indeed, depression has been thought to
relate to altered neuronal plasticity and neuronal connectivity (Duman, 2002; Nestler
et al., 2002). Meta-analysis of rsfMRI studies (Kaiser et al., 2015) reveals that major
depressive disorder is characterized by reduced FC in the DMN, a network supporting
internally oriented and self-referential thought. As well, decreased anti-correlation
between fronto-parietal control network and DMN is observed. This pattern is
mirrored by the FC changes after sleep deprivation. However, differentiating
FC changes in major depressive disorder from those of sleep deprivation are the
additional presence of hypoconnectivity within the fronto-parietal executive
control network, hypoconnectivity between fronto-parietal network and parietal
regions of the dorsal attention network and between prefrontal-limbic neural
systems involved in processing emotion or salience (Wang et al., 2012).
Besides Alzheimer’s disease and depression, sleep disturbance is also commonly
involved in other neuropsychiatric disorders such as schizophrenia, bipolar disorder,
and neuro-immune diseases. The FC studies in these disorders are limited and the
findings are less consistent (Brady et al., 2017; Kambeitz et al., 2016; PetterssonYeo et al., 2011; Sbardella et al., 2015). For example, previous rsfMRI studies
reported widespread functional dysconnectivity in psychosis, targeting multiple neural systems that include frontal regions (Hoptman et al., 2010), auditory cortex
(Gavrilescu et al., 2010), DMN (Camchong et al., 2011), thalamocortical circuits
(Klingner et al., 2014) and salience network (insula and anterior cingulate cortex)
(Palaniyappan and Liddle, 2012). Again, the key convergence with FC changes
following sleep deprivation is the reduced DMN FC.
Sleep disturbances often co-occur with neuropsychiatric disorders. Chronic sleep
deprivation can result in impaired cognition such as memory and attention and mood
problems such as increased anxiety and aggression (Meerlo et al., 2015), which are
regulated by the high-order cognitive networks such as the DMN and DAN, salience,
and limbic networks. Taken together, repeated bouts of sleep deprivation and/or
disturbed sleep can be thought of contributing to brain functional connectivity alterations that could exacerbate pathways that lead to neuropsychiatric disease.

6 Importance of sleep during functional connectivity studies
A key advantage of rsFC studies, their ability to assay the functional status of multiple
brain networks without task performance, can turn into a problem when seeking to
characterize “normal” cognition or when comparing patient groups with healthy
controls. Among “normal” participants, a third fall asleep in the scanner in historical
multi-center data (Tagliazucchi and Laufs, 2014). This is unsurprising given that many
volunteers are often sleep deprived or have irregular or unusual sleep-wake schedules.
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Striking changes in BOLD signal, instantaneous FC (Ong et al., 2013; Poudel et al.,
2018) and global signal (McAvoy et al., 2018) occur at the point of eye closure in
sleepy persons and these can affect the evaluation of rsFC if frequent. Given that
the characterization of “normal” usually means evaluation of persons when they are
cognitively most able, inclusion of data where participants are falling asleep will affect
the characterization of “normal” and affect the comparison of patient and “controls.”
Some have advocated for the censoring of “asleep” data using machine learning
techniques but this requires collecting prior simultaneous EEG-fMRI data for each
centre, a time consuming and technically demanding task (Tagliazucchi and van
Someren, 2017). Controlling for sleep history, screening for sleep disorders, conducting scans with eyes-open as opposed to eyes-closed (Ong et al., 2013, 2015)
and using an in-scanner camera to monitor for epochs of involuntary sleep are three
simple methods to reduce intrusion of sleep into rsFC studies.
With patients, it is more difficult to make recommendations as sleep disturbances
accompany many neurodegenerative and psychiatric disorders and may be part of the
abnormal brain network state for which characterization is sought. Nevertheless,
it might be helpful to take note of how sleepy participants are in the scanner so that
this information can be used as a co-variate.

7 Future directions
Complex preprocessing and data analytical steps are involved in rsfMRI-based
FC mapping. To facilitate reproducible and meaningfully comparable data across
multiple sites and across patient populations, it is important to ensure good practices
in collection, analysis, and inference of rsfMRI data (Smith and Nichols, 2018). In
particular, measures to reduce or control for the occurrence of sleep during rsFC
studies must be implemented if the research goal is to probe awake cognition.
Longitudinal studies on the evolution of daytime sleepiness and its associated FC
alterations might give insight into pathophysiological changes in the brain that
evolve in the course of neurodegenerative or early phase psychiatric conditions.
Evaluating how the severity of sleep intrusions modulates disease evolution or progression is another possibility. In turn, the effects of interventions like bright light
exposure on long-term brain functional connectivity could be examined.
As regards the temporal dynamics of state transitions, the characterization of
these in normal and diseased populations might contribute to characterizing disease
evolution or the effects of intervention.
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